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In view of the consideration being made o — wbs B«aiar

disposition of this case, it is reconmended, after considerable study and

thought, that the following factors should be borne in mind relative to

future action. It is believed highly desirable that the following three

possibilities should be taken into consideration before any interviews of

POSSmUTIES TO BE CONSIDERED PRIOR ^/(} ^
TO CCSITEMPLATED "MASS INTERVIEWS" bN U" !

I. Possible,.Interview with Helen

subjects are conducted:

(A)

B. Tenney^

», Was,Briefly, Helen”Tenney, a subject in -this case, Was, at (Jolos*
i

instructions sent to Washington in 1942 to obtain a position with OSS and *T

subsequently she furnished information to Gregory and Golos in the same manner

as other subjects in this case. She was discharged from her government position

in June, 1946, She applied for a passport to travel to Europe in August, 1946,

and the application was granted. After her passport was issued, it was subsequently

taken up by the State Depai-tmant because it had been ascertained that she had

furnished her maiden name and had failed to produce a certificate of divorce.

On Januarj^S and 14, 1947, advice was received that Helen Tenn^ had

been ho*fg||pHI''lS''l!iW' 'Tori

rs^ivedM||^^^R’*panpji|Ej^,.jBMhwrovoked and' she-'

a severe psyohostti^ When she was visited in Washiigton in the sumner of l94$*Mi

according to Gregory, Tenney was gre“tly distrubed claiming that people hadr^l

following her, that her telephone had been tapped, that her friends were under

surveillance, and that Tenney was muttering about being a Russian spy. She

became hysterical and mentioned that she was a spy and shortly thereafter took

an overdose of a drug idiioh was regarded as an atten^t to commit suicide. She has ,

recently expressed her desire to see Gregory in Now York City on Sxmday,

January 19, 1947, and arrangements are being, mdaby^ ^e Nfw York Office for

Gregory to see Tenney in an effort to learn imal;
* * - —. •

If this meeting between Gregory and ^ - ,,
lu In?' -a

^ '

!

connection with her reo«it statements to the dufeot
it being furthec,,xftofilAXed that as late as Deoembei*,.

lin New'Yo^^^e me'® these stAtemeibs during her^ momehtf* of to'

\physioiansi These outcries might be a basis for a logical introduction toward

intorview[/jithout exposing the informant or Jeopardizing the investigation.

4)®1347 sV



H. Possible HeactiTOtion of Informant Gregory
1 L/ L-'t I I

Tou may recall ^hat Gregory was originally placed int^ this espionage

eetiq> by Goloe and Earj|>Browder at the time of tbs formation of the U« SerTiee

and Shipping Corpora^on. Both of these indiwidnals, of coarse, had the utmost

confidence in her ability, and she is known to have contacted Browder subsequent

to his recent return from Russia and still appears to have his confidence. Pov

that the D. S. Service and Shipping Corporation is in the course of liquidation,

Gregory will remain with the corporation until Ifeircn 1, 1947. Thereafter, she

has no plans for the future.

It is strongly suggested that Gttmgory be instructed to contact Browder

in the near future and point out to him that he and Golos were primarily responsible

for her activities in connection with the Russians and ask Browder idiat plans he

has for her in the future. It is possible that he may have a "spot** for her

somewhere in an existing new espionage parallel.

Again it is pointed out That this would be a logical procedure and it

would not Jeopardize this case as a whole.

III. Possible Interview with John Hhz;ai*<fte:ynolds

Reynolds, as you will recall, is president of the U. S.\Sefvice^,and

Shipping Corporation, New Toik City, which was formed by Jacob M. f^los and

Earl Browder in 1941 for the ostensible purpose of shipping food and other

packages to Russia, and which corporation, according to Gregory, was known to

her as a front for Russian espionage activities.

It is recalled that in connection with the formation of this corporation

the ^ney representing the capital had been obta^ed from both Earl Browder and

JbbnlMvnolds . Reynolds put pp $5,000. and Earl Browder, on behalf of the

Communist Parly, put up $15,000. The latt^ amount has been variously termed

as money belonging to Browder, and alsc^ LeHTtorris. a high Communist Party

functionary, has stated that this money belongs to hiii^ and still on another

occasion,^rqmov, formerly of the Soviet Embassy known attf>wAl_". in tide ease,

stated that the $ij5,000 was "Russian fhnds." As of October 31, 1946, tbs U.

Service and Shipping Corporation terminated its contract with Inthurist in
Moscow and the corporation is in the process of being dissolved

Reynolds, on October 14, 1946, advised informant Gregory that he was
beccsnlng aggravated with Earl Browder and others in connection with the J|« 8«

Service and Shipping Corporation and he has indicated that he was consl^rin$
coming to the FBI to iuridsh l^ormation. He further indicated to the ilformant

that be Intended to withdraw from his business connections with the Russians
irtiich, as stated above, he has subsequently done.

- 2 -
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In view of the apparent fact that Reynolds certainlj

interesting information in connection eith the activities of the Service

and Shipping Corporation and its association vd.th Broader, Golos, Qroao'## and

others, it is deemed highly desirable that Reynolds be presented an opportnnity

to disclose any information volTmtarily to the Bureau concerning the Corporation

and its activities. This interview could be well arranged by the Hew York Office

having an agent contact him in connection with other matters and if, on this

occasion, Reynolds does not mention anything about his activities in connection

with this case, consideration might be given to asking him what nis past

connections have been with Earl Browttey. /tx>int4n« Dut.that. he has been seen in

company with Browder on occasions,

It be given to asKing him w

The proposed interview with Reynolds can be handled without jeopardizing

the investigation of the Qregory case and putting other subjects cm notice. It
j

can also be handled without jeopardizing the informant in this case.

(B) PROPOSED INTER7IEWS TfITH SUBJECTS

!• It has been suggested that the subjects in this case be interviewed

before it is finally disposed of. It has also been suggested that before

blanket interviews be made, at least one of the subjects, believed to be the

weakest, be contacted in an effort to make him a double agent.

In cormection with these proposed interviews, a detailed study of this

case has failed to reveal that there is at present any one subject who firom aH
stiTTOunding circumstances migjit be approached as a possible double agent. In

substantiation of this statement, there does not appear to be a subject that is

suitable for developsient as a double agent from the standpoint of being active

and in known and frequent contact with sufficient other subjects,

2. It is believed that an interrogation of the subjects is, of course,

necessary before the case can be concluded. However, it is not believed that

we will obtain anything of value from them, but on the other hand, we will

apprise them of just "how little" we know concerning their activities rather
t.han «how much" we know about what th^ have been doing.

Furthermore, it is believed that considerable difficulty will be

encountered in interviewing subjects en masse because as has been expexienoed

on the past in other dases, particularly the Arthur Adams case, the key subjects

refused to be interviewed and nothing could be done about it since there was no

process outstanding for their arrest. Such will be the case here, assuming that

prosecution will be declined. If some of the subjects do not refuse to be

interviewed, the others may sutoit to interview at their convenience which will

destroy the effects of a proposed mass interview. A delay in interviewing any

of the subjects will materially effect the results desired.



3, At this data we are not ready to Inteririew the subjects because the
Investigation has been handled in a most discreet manner and such mateHal
information needed for an intelligent interview has not been obtained. This
material Is available, for instance, in subjects' personnel files in governmental
agencies such as leave records and expense voucher statements which would show
their whereabouts on a given date. Efforts are now being made to obtai%tliLs
infonaation and further efforts are being made to detezmine exact dates
meetings such as the meeting of several subjects in the apartment of JolM»rfcbt_

in New loitc City in the spring of 1944. Gregoiy is being relntervlewed in '

connection with this meeting after examination of some of the leave records

(C) PROPOSED INVESTIGATIVE PROCEDURE
ALONG AN INTERNAL SECURITY LINE

It is suggested that farther consideration should be given toward
continuing this case from an internal security standpoint, narrowing it down
to a select group known to be most active at the present time and that the
investigation as such be continued until such time that every possibility
has been exhausted except the interviews. It is realized that obtaining
information from an intelligence sti^point is a different proposition from
obtaining evidence of a prosecutive nature. For example, through the investi-
gation, of this case we have obtained invaluable information as to the operation
of the Soviet Intelligence service and the Communist Party within the framework
of the United States Government, and that when this case is closed we will have
no further access to their activities and from past ezperlence, such will,

certainiy continue regardless of the outcome of this case.

We know, for example, that Narv Jan^^eeney. until recently an
employee of the State Department and described as a Comunist sympathizer,
is in close contact with numerous subjects in this case as well as individuals
in Ifew York City who have entered into other Internal Sectirlty - C and R
investigations and who appear to be pcurt of an espionage parallel concerning
whom we little or no infozmation. One of her contacts in New Ibzk City
is Josej^h/M^Eernstein who, according to Eeeney's diazy, visited Washington
in l943, 1944, and 1945 every two weeks and contacted Keeney. Bernstein, you
will z*ecall, is a close associate of Philip JAco^JSffe, a subject in the
jaffe case, and mazy high ranking Commimist Party functionaries in New York
City, and the possibilities are being pursued that he is a Soviet courier.

In addition, the investigation has served the Bureau with higbly
ia^ortant political infozmation developed through techziical sources on the ^

more Important subjects which has been made available to you and other hlg^
officials in the government.

(D) RECCSaiENDATIONS FOR ULTmATB
DISPOSAL OF THE CASE

Assuming that thezw will not be aiy prosecution, it is recommendefi^hat
the facts in this case be made available to a_sflapstgn^ and strong CongredMonaJ.
Committee in order to pz*operly and factually bring before-tlhe American public
what Communist activity has been going on in the government for many yeajcg. This

recommendation is made for the following reasonst ^ v ,

U]Wt)t» KRET
- 4 _
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2. Such & disclosure may lead to some sew legislation to deal
actinides of this kind. The need for this Ms been apparent for sciae

time as a result of our attempted prosecution of espionage agents.
For example ; as a result of the Supreme Court decision in the Heine
case, the Depariment has adopted the poHey that they id.ll not authorize

information obtained in the foreign country, particularly in the

United States, although
,



(E) CONCLUSION

In TTiew of the fact that the obvious la^ of evidence in this case

might and undoubtedly vdll lead to an unsuccessful prosecution, it is believed

that the Bureau should do eveiything possible to forestall such action. The

thought also becomes appaz*ent iiiat due to the nmerous allegations of the

infiltration of Coomunists into the present Administration, the Administration

might do everything possible to attempt to prosecute this case and upon its

failure, they eiil then be in a position in 1948 to say that such charges

of Communist infiltration made by the RspubLicans were investigated by the

Bureau and shown to be without foundation.

^ Therefore, it is believed that we should make every effort to

prevent this case from becoming a apolitical football" and utilise it to

the best interest of the American public and the Bureau’s responsibility

for protection of the internal security of the cotintiy.

ti

ADDENDUM BY UDD « 1^0-47

I agree with the recommendations in this memorandum with
the exception of the recommendation that the facts be
turned over to a competent and strong Congressional Committee*
Our experience with Congressional committees is such that I
doubt it could be handled without then playing a great deal of
polotica and resulting in it being grief for everybody involved and
in result not accomplishing a thing.
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IHeiieral Itur^au of Inuosttgatton

%riited,§tatpa Separtmi^nt of iustice

Washington Field Office, Room 1706
Washington, D. C«

April 5, 1947

Director, FBI

RE:^C21EGCET
- R

COI^ENTIAL

Classified by

^Oeciassify on: «

The purpose of this letter is to acquaint the Bureau with

Dear Sirs

th^s let

infor^tion concerning FALLIEar-VpSER and his iflass in Political Philoso-

phy which he is presently conducting at th^King-Smith School , 1751
New Hampshire Avenue, N, W,

, , , ^ i ^r-
{JJ

It ia pointed out for background purposes that the King-

Smith School has existed in Washington, D. C. for a number of years,

having been established in 1920 in its present form. Its basic cCurses
are in the fields of dance music, design and dramatics. It also af-
fords courses in languages and social studies, and may rightly be con-
sidered a traditional liberal arts educational institute.

O^icers of the school are AUGOST^^NI
and EAG3LEST0n)oDD, Assistant Director; LILIAN 7.

and BLANCHE A GIRARD, Secretary-Treasurer

IKITH, Director;
'E, Registrar;

Cl

PALME WEBER first
in this Investigation
and the King-Smith Schoo.

1947„\C^idential
Bureau, reported a
nd JOAN CpPPOCK.
f WILSON)(pOPPOCK,

;ence,

old

.this office

conversation

[owever, WE!

erest irtien on Iferch'^ 26
hose idarjtity is known to the
sen DORlaPLENN, wife of ABEtfil^IiENN,

It will be recalled that JuAMCOPPOCE is the wife.

•

formerly an employee of FOTei^ l^cadcast Intelli-

and' presently empTnv^^ bv niTr. During the conversation, DORIS
JOAN that on the previous evening she had attended a class in

Political Philosophy at the King-Smith School. She told JOAN it was
conducted by a most prominent young man. Dr. PALliER WEBER, formerly
of the University of Virginia. DORIS dMcribed Dr. WE^ER as "opf^of
my favorite people at this moment". ^

On this same date, DORIS PLENN talked to DEim'
of the Division of Romance Languages, George Wash
encouraged him

COPIES DESTROYED

rv\

attend PALME 'vTEBER's

4*^
S(s

class. ELDR:

RECJ^DED (lP:i le- }$47

^EXED
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that he knew WEBER at the University of Virginia years ago. It should

be pointed out that DESTITT EUJRIDGE is a friend of DCRIS and ABEL PLEKN,

»Tv^ includes among his friends and acquaintances, numerous other indl^

viduals who subscribe to Comnamist policy.

V Under pretext. Special Agent wiililAM H. li&RR interviewed

Ifrs./feEACH at the Registrar’s Office, King-Smith School. It was ascer-

tain^ that the King-Smith School has decided that it should incorporate

in its curriculw a course in Political Philosophy. As a result,
TTP'^n'pPTrTC paT.Tj!T?^SEHEa was selected to conduct this course. Mrs. BEACH

indicated that dA WEBER holds the degrees of Bachelor of Arts, Master

of Arts, and Doctor of Philosophy. He received his education at the

University of Virginia, was later a Rhodes Scholar and his most recent

position was that of Research Director for the CIO-PAC (1945-47). It

was further ascertained that for two years he was research associate

in Economics at the University of Virginia} from 1940-42 he was Assistant

Staff Director of the Tolan Committee, House of Representatives} and

froin 1943-43 was Staff Director of the Pepper Committee, U. S. Senate.

From" 1943-44 he was Chief Economist for the Kilgore Committee, U. S.

Senate.

Mrs. BEACH indicated that Dr. WEBER 's course had been met

with great enthusiasm and that his lectures were highly interesting and

thought provoking. She stated that among the members of the class were

individuals en^Jloyed in various Government departments as well as in-

dividuals in various private walks of life. The course consists of 15

lectures and meets every Tuesday night at 7:30 PM for approximately

tv/o or three hours. Some of the more interesting lectvires are as

follows

:

The Present World Situation
The United Nations
The American Foreign Policy
American Monopoly Power
Labor Legislation — its Significance
The Importance of the South in American Life

What is Democracy (political and economic)

The Crisis in Modern Values
A T/orking Basis for Human Relations

A Theory of Values for Modern ^n
The Organization of Social Action
A General Welfare Program for America

- 2 -
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ly Suggested reading for the class Includes such literature^ The,S[a™inisi_Manifestoj speeches of JOHN FOSTEMDULLES and Senator
columns of PEGLER, 0»D0IJNELL. LINDLEY and PEARSOl^I% Religion”; VtaSBLEM«8^heory of the IgisiirA Class";

Ibnual of Folitxcal Action (National PAC)j HOCSEV^T's speeches: I^ograms
of the CIO-PACj Progr^ of the Southern Conference of Human Welfare;
and texts of such legislation as the Wagner Labor Relations Act and the
Norris-LaGuardia Anti-Injunction Act.

\ night April 1, 1947, Agent liAER attended the class
V

Politxcal Phxlosophy, "whxch on this occasion ifas conducted by JEUNG
\ /mCflm of the CIO, Tdio has come to the Bureau's attention on numerous
\ bccasions in the past, due to his Conaninist tendencies. Later in the
\ levening, RICHTER was assisted in his discussions by It,FEEDERICK A.
7lpgSS0U_o| the Library of Congress, who has also come to the Bureau's
lattentxon in the past as a friend and associate of known Cominunists andpersons of Communist tendencies. RICHTER spoke for approximately 45"minu^s and discussed the histcral background of the American Cragress.
He stressed the fact that Congress is dominated by American big business
and explaxned that as a resiit, legislation often has a strong anti-laborOMs. He pointed out that the founding fathers of the American Constitu-
txon were predominantly landowners and lawyers who wished to prevent,
rather than promote true democracy. After spending considerable tine ex-pla^xng the physical structure of Congress and the procedure by i&ilchbxl^ in Conpess actually become laws, RICHTER called upon Dr. BLCSSOMto joxn him in the discussion. BLOSSOM and RICHTER then collaborated in
a discussxon which lasted until approximately 11 PM, in which the followingpremxses, which are being set forth in summary fashion, were advanced.

1 - American aid to Greece and Ttirkey is fostered principally by
big business, particularly the oil interests. America is
being asked to assume Britain's role of ingjerialism.

2 - The Americp press is controlled and dominated by capitalists
I

/ and other insterests which are hostile to Russia and to Ameri-U c^ labor. "Time" and "Life" and the Hearst publications were
" cited as leaders in this field.

t
'

' ’ 3 - During the 1930s at the time of the American depression there ?
itas no depression in Russia; on the contrary, there was con- *

stant and steady economic progress.

4 - Capitalism fears tte Russian way of life because it knows that
it cannot favorably conpare with Communism in the open light
of day. ®

- 3 -
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1
5* Capitalism and big business are doomed* f

,6* Russia has more political and social democracy than
the United States.

1

7. ^he United States has nothing to fear from Russia —
Russia will never wage an aggressive war because the
Russian people would not support such a war.

8. The nations of Poland, Yugoslavia, Bulgaria, Rumania,

I

and Czechoslovakia are for the first time in their
history achieving a degree of self-government. They are
not Comnunist or Russian controlled and Russia is not
seeking to rvin these nations.

^ It should be Dointed out that in the discussions of the above
topics, BLOSSOM took and was backed up by RICHTER. BLOSSOM
mentioned that all o^^is spare time is now tak^ up with editing aixi

assisting in the pn^aration of the publication^J^orld ^ents" » which is
produced by SCOTT^ffiARING. BLOSSOM recommended that the class members
be placed on the(/mailing list to receive "World Events" that they
also read the writings o:^^QAr1^NOT and the publication Fact",
Tdilch is edited by GEORGEylpELDES. ^

At the concluision of the meeting, the students attention was
called to the fact that quantities of literature were available, which
included such publications as. •'World Events" by SCOTT NEARING, publica-
tions of the CIO, speeches of Senator CLAUDE PEPPER, etc.

Among those present at the meeting, in addition to those
already mentioned, was JAL!ES C.)^iAS0N, editor bf^APiilse Magazine^ which
is a negro periodical that chaissjions negro rights and flays discrimina-
tion, and in tli^ current issue contains a pro-Russian article by the Russian
journalist ILyAehRENBURG. Several copies of Pulse were furnished to
interested students.

circles,
present.

CATHEaiNE)^J:EY, who
and HOPE^HiMDNS, of the

Ls active in pro-Communist Washingt<^
League of Women Shoppers, was also £

I

Unless advised to the contrary. Agent M6ER will
attend these lectures so that the identities of the various
attending the class may be obtained, particularly those who
of subjects in the C21EG0RY Case.

continue
individuals
are contacts
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It is also believed that additional information of con
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Office Memorandum
/f )
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO

FROM

Mr. D. M. Ladd

E. G. Fitch

SUBJECT: ^REGORY CASE

DATE: April 17, 1947
lar. ToUon
ir* £• A«

Cl—

g

iar. OUTTir^
I'x. Ladd
Ur. NlclOTT
la*. Roaao
I'r. Tracy
Lr. Carson
Lr. Egan

G. 1 . R- ^

Ur. Gurr^a
LX, Harbo
LX. Hendon
Ir. Pennington
IX. Quinn Taam^
Tele. Rooa
Lx. Ttease
i'iss Beahm
Vlas Qendy

ASAC Belmont called and requested the Bureau’s views today in connec-

tion with a problem that has arisen in this case. Mr. Belmont pointed out that

Tom Donesan has been representing Gregory in a civil suit against the comply

which formerly employed her for the purpose of securing back salary and reimburse-

ment for nor services. Ho stated that this suit has now reached the point where

it is necessary that a bill of particulars bo filed and that ho, Donegan, does not

desire to file such a bill of particulars and have his name on record as the attor-

ney in the case for fear of possible embarrassment in the event ho should later ap-

pear as a Special Assistant to the Attorney General in prosecuting the Gregory wso

either before the Grand Jury or otherwise. It has been Donegan* s suggestion, which

Belmont believes is a good one, that Donegan advise ^egory of his intention to

withdraw and suggest at that time the name of John B^J^riffin, an attorney in the

Lincoln Building, and who was a classmate of Donegan, as his successor, Donegan

states that Griffin is both reliable and discreet.

Belmont pointed out that in the final analysis, the decision will be up

to the informant, but he desired the Bureau’s views in order that the New York

Office will be in a position to ^proceed appropriately.

RECCMMHIDATIOK i

i)j

it is recommended that New York be advised that John B. Grifiin would be

an acceptable successbr to Donegan.
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/

Internal Security Sec4;ion for the attention of Supervisor Jwes. n i- I i
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r
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